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International shipping: CO2 emissions by ship type 2020
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At RTM we have spent 40 years shipping virtually every kind of cargo to over 800 ports worldwide. Our customers entrust their cargos to us because despite storms, politics...
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Chelsea Green Publishing is recognized as a leading publisher of books on the politics and practice of sustainable living, publishing authors who bring in-depth, practical knowledge to life, and give readers hands-on information related to organic farming and gardening, ecology and the environment, healthy food, sustainable economics, progressive politics...

the politics of international shipping

The International Trade Committee will investigate ships in the cost of international shipping today. Recent months have seen concerns over steep spikes in container prices, with reports of prices for...

disruption to global shipping investigated by international trade committee

The Commission’s Executive Vice President Frans Timmermans has repeatedly stressed the EU must tackle shipping emissions under its Green Deal, despite the tricky international context in order to...

the power politics of cutting emissions from ships

That influence could be key to getting the international agreement the carbon intensity of global shipping in other words...

climate change: shipping industry calls for new global carbon tax

"The international shipping market is effective and is expected The biggest stories in business, markets and politics and why they matter. Need to know. Our daily reporting, in your inbox.

global shipping crisis will mean more clothes sent to landfill

How desperate do you have to be to take an inflatable dinghy across the busiest shipping lane in the world on the borders that are more about political posturing than limiting solutions.

we are seeing the tragic cost of political posturing over the channel

Reyna, the shipping line, also earns praise for GHG (greenhouse gas) levy on international shipping. “The Clydebank declaration leaves...

22 countries agreed to establish green shipping routes. That’s big news.

Supply chain politics President Joe Biden last summer. This fee is more of a scare tactic: that jump-started discussions among shipping lines and cargo owners to stop using the deck as storage...

analysis: fishing port competition puts politics and patience

Signals from international shipping line Maersk show they expect the turmoil in international shipping to continue, he says. Maersk has announced it is dropping contracts for smaller container...

on-going shipping crisis needs clear analysis and immediate action

Diana Shipping Inc. (NYSE: DSX) (the “Company”), a global shipping company specializing in the ownership of dry bulk vessels, announced today the final results of its tender offer to purchase up to 3, diana shipping inc. announces final results of the self tender offer for shares of its common stock

The 99-year-old Duke of Edinburgh was the longest-serving consort in British history and died in April, just weeks before he would have celebrated his 100th birthday. Another much admired charity

duke of edinburgh, sir tom moore and sir david amess among those mourned in 2021

Full year programme. Students must take courses to the value of four full units, including the half-unit dissertation. Courses to the value of two full units, to consist of one full DV unit and one

misc in political economy of late development

The IMO is a specialised agency of the United Nations (UN) that helps facilitate cooperation among governments on matters affecting international shipping, such as maritime safety and prevention...

s’pore re-elected to the council of the international maritime organisation

general domestic and international political conditions, potential disruption of shipping routes due to accidents or political events, vessel breakdowns and instances of off-hires and other factors.

diana shipping inc. announces completion of oscapainl inc. spin-off

To ensure the United States maintains its dominant say in the formulation of international trade rules partners in a bid to promote its global political and economic interests has become

unilateral policies won’t revive us economy

(CNN)White House coronavirus response coordinator Jeffrey Zients is set to announce the Biden administration is shipping 11 million also will push international partners to take a stronger

biden administration shipping 9 million vaccine doses to africa and another 2 million worldwide

to help the US reduce its drug supply; in an attempt to break the deadlock in the talks, the US is considering shipping vaccines to other countries to help reduce pressure on the US.

the observer view on uk policy on asylum seekers

THE HOME Office has lashed out at France after an "unacceptable" number of migrants attempted to cross the Channel. Around 1000 people are said to have reached the UK yesterday - a record number.

‘unacceptable’ number of migrants cross channel in a single day

such as the worldwide price of oil and international shipping schedules. Should there be too few electronic g quicks on store shelves to pacify American teenagers this Christmas, it will be Joe

from the desk of…blame it on joe

White House coronavirus response coordinator Jeffrey Zients is set to announce the Biden administration is shipping 11 million vaccines doses The Biden administration also will push international

biden administration shipping 9 million vaccine doses to africa and another 2 million worldwide

International Maritime Organization lacks urgency needed to tackle climate crisis, say campaigners A container ship leaving Hamburg port. Merchant shipping carries about 90% of all traded goods.

no shipping summit criticized for ‘dangerous’ delay on emissions plan

On Thursday, minister Faurie will participate at Chatham House, the Royal Institute of International Affairs, in a debate forum that will address, “Economic, political and social change in Latin

argentine foreign minister in political and business visit to united kingdom

Although the absence of other political players and expected international guests dented the desired image projection and although critics called it a Luso-Kikuyu affair, it did not remove the

how raula has redefined the rules of political game to his advantage

There is no silver bullet for decarbonising the shipping industry and it would be dangerous for governments to bet on simple solutions for one of the world’s most polluting sectors, according to one

shipping industry needs to pull on every lever to go green

cheaper shipping than larger international carriers. Employ a breakbulk strategy, when possible, to consolidate orders headed to a region into a single shipment. Then, swap to parcel delivery from

how to ensure successful international e-commerce in the time of supply chain crises

The shipping sector, which transports about $7 trillion-worth of goods annually, is responsible for 2% of global carbon emissions, or about 0.9 gigatons per year, according to the International

To subscribe to our free weekly newsletter, please enter your email address below.

The Coalition has announced it will invest $20 billion in renewable energy within the next decade to help reduce the country's carbon footprint and combat climate change, according to a statement from Prime Minister Scott Morrison.
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